LEADERS IN GIVING.
THERE WHEN ANCHORAGE NEEDED YOU.
THANK YOU.

Bronze Leaders ($1,000 - $1,749)

Donald Adams
Andria Agli ●
Michele & Tim Akin ◆
T. J. Alinen
Terry Allard ●
Aaron Allensworth ●
Jeff Allwardt
Susan Anderson & Kevin Tripp◆
Pete & Rose Andrew
Antrobus Family
Brandon Arima ●
Brian & Vanessa Aszmus ◆
Kelli Ayers ●
German Badillo
Marrio Bailey
Beth Barnes ●
Kimmer Barrows ◆
Jessica Bassett ●
Pam Bassett & Tor Daley ●
Michael Baumgartner ●
Mel Bechberger
Micky Becker ◆
Andrew & Catherine Behrend ◆
Geoff Benedetti ●
Mark Benjaminson
Rick Benken ◆
David Bergman ●
Brandon Biggs
Brandon Boehme ●
B. Bohn ◆
Scott & Coral Bohne ◆
Maggie Kelly & John Braden ◆
Timothy & Susan Brady ◆
Melissa A. Branch, P.E. ●
Mike Bridges ◆
Donnie Brown ●
Margie & Allen Brown ●
Paul A. Brown
Stuart C. Bunnell ◆
Nancy & Michael Burke ●
Christopher Burns ◆
Kirk Butcher ●
Taryn Byrd
Alan Caruth & Tanya Wood ●
Keith & Emy Casey
Matthew Chastain
Adam & Leigh Childs
Meghan & Peter Clemens ●
Andrew Cole ●
John & Deb Cologgi ◆
Teresa Couts
Edgar & Cindy Cowling ●
Margaret Cunningham ◆
Tom & Carol Daniel ◆
Lars Danner ●
Toni & Tim DeBoer ●
Brenda & Tim Dee ●
Heather Deitrick
Pauline Demas ◆
Lisa Demer ●
Felicia Depaepe
Scott Depaepe ●
Gil & Ruth Ann Dickie ●
Jason Dinneen ●
The Ditto’s ●
James & Janet Dougherty ◆
Carrie Doyle
Jeff & Teresa Doyle ●
Barbara Dubovich ◆
Kent Dumas ●
Emeka Emembolu
Roger Emerson ●
David Evans ●
Judy Everard ◆
Matthew Federle ◆
Charles Fedullo & Shannon McCarthy ●
Claire Fitzpatrick
Michelle Fletcher ●
Latosha Frye ●
Stacie Fullam ●
Daniel Beutel & Eva Gardner
Bradley Garness
Jon Goltz ●
Daniel Good
William Gornts III
Kay Gouwens & Peter Maassen ●
Mike & Jackie Graeber ●
Madeleine Grant ●
Joseph Gross
Dianne Gudgel-Holmes
Kent Haina
Mike Haley

◆ Diamond Donor of 25+ years
● Loyal Contributor of 10+ years
LEADERS IN GIVING. THERE WHEN ANCHORAGE NEEDED YOU. THANK YOU.

Bronze Leaders ($1,000 - $1,749) cont’d

Cindy Hall ● Clark Halvorson Keith & Jenny Hand ♦
Kristin Hansen Rick & Kristen Hansen ● Elizabeth Hatton
Chris Hedberg David & Jill Heimke Ed & Michele Hendrickson ●
Abbe & Willie Hensley ● Kristina Hentges
Jay Hermanson & Catherine Clements ♦
Diddy Hitchins, Ph.D. ♦ Jonathan Hobbs ●
Robert Hollister Erik Holmbjork ● Robert Hood
Neil Hornish Joseph Howard
James Hrabetin ● Aaron Huey ●
Debora Hunsinger ● Marian Hunter
Michael Hurley ● Leilani Huybrechts Thomas Ireland
Wayne Jackson ● Mark Jerman ●
Inna Johansen ● Krag Johnsen ●
Mark & Jamie Johnson ♦ Scott Johnson

Dave Jones ● Hector Juarezcielo Chris Keffalos
Eileen Kehoe ● Kendra Kimball Karen King ♦
Lisa M. King ♦ Leslie Kleinfeld
Joe Kotarski Joey Labs ●
Len & Chris Lambert ● Paul E. Landes ♦
Kay Larson-Blair Stephen & Ilona Leider ●
Jeremy Lemke ● Jennifer Liepa ●
Steven Locke ● Stephanie Lovett
Allison Lowe ● Jose Luna
Laura Maciariello Alexei Magier ●
Christopher Markie Sioux-z & Jordan Marshall
Zulie Mason & Michael Jordan ●
Robert & Lori McCaffrey ♦
Matthew McClung Adam McCracken
Mark McDermott & Catherine Larrea ●
Jay McKee Shane Mecham ●
Bill & Bonnie Mehner ●

Paula Meisler ● Douglas Menish
Fred Millen ♦ Andrea Miller ♦
Elizabeth & Louie Miller ♦
Mark Mitchell ● Cindy Mittlestadt & Mark Huber ●
David Montieth ● Andres Morales ♦
Glenn Morrison ● Neil Morrison
Debra Morse Lucas Case Morton
Jeff & Dayle Mouck ●
Todd & Tracey Mueller ●
Melanie Myles
Dean W. Nelson & Rhonda L. Roberts ♦
Viet Nguyen
John Nofsinger Samona Norombaba
Michael O’Connor
Richard Oelze ♦
Jolin Oksness ●
Darci Ornellas ♦
John Orr Toby & Corina Ovod-Everett ●
Reed & Elizabeth Packer ●
James Pappas ●

♦ Diamond Donor of 25+ years
● Loyal Contributor of 10+ years
LEADERS IN GIVING.
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Bronze Leaders ($1,000 - $1,749) cont’d

Peter Partnow & Stephanie Kesler ♦
Jennifer Payne ●
Kaitlyn Payne
John Peirce ●
Mike Peters ●
Sara K. Peterson ●
Eric Pierson ♦
Juan Pindado
Lou Ann Poage ♦
Richard & Natasha Pope ●
Shabab Riahi ●
Hunter Robertson ●
Dan & Pauline Rodgers ●
Barb & Bill Rosetti ♦
Chuck Russell
Erin Sage
Heather Nicholls ●
Leif Sawyer ●
Mark Schaeffler ●
Robert Scher
Kathryn Schild
Kurt Schoen
Alfred Schwab
Lori & Rob Scott
Michael Sharpe
Casey Sifsof
Jack & Sherrie Simmonds ♦
Kari Skinner
June Sobocinski ●
Valerie Solomon
Coleman Sommer
Frederick Sorrentino

Jonathan Steele
Leonard Steinberg ●
Regina Stevens & Family ●
Jennifer Steward
Mary L. Stewart ●
Kathleen Stilwell ♦
Gretchen & Mike Stoddard ●
Sandy Stora ●
Michael Strong
James Studley
Rich & Kim Suddock ♦
D. Swazer
Jessica Taft
Wahaj Tahir & Sania Muzaffar
Todd & Terry Tarner ●
Cammy Taylor
Donovan Taylor ●
Michael Teo ●
Katrina Timm ●
Jeffrey Tomaszewski
Scott & Clara Torrison ●
Kirk Towner ●
Cameron & Aleesha Bain ●
Ralph Townsend & Margot Demarais
Cheryl Stewart & Chris Turletes ♦
Ashley Van Hemert ●
Skoey Vergen
Joe Wahl & Julie Danielson ●
William Wailand ●
Lilah Walker ●
Charlos Ward

Ross Warner ♦
Jeremy Waters ●
Gary Watson
Juliana Wayman ●
Larry Weeks
Adam & Farrah Weinert
Leanne Werner
Cheryl Westley & Arlot Hall ●
Virgil L. Whittaker ●
Katherine Wickham
Jason Wilhelm ♦
Diedre Williams ●
Jacquelynn Wilson
Becky Windt Pearson
Kyle Winkler
Tad Winterneyer
Sue Wolfe
Carrie Worth
Lisa Wurts ●
Elizabeth Wyant
Wyrick Family ♦
Anthony Young
Emily Zanto
Ryan & Amber Zins ♦
Keith, Katie, Tatum, Sloane, Zane Ziolkowski ●

138 donors wish to remain anonymous

♦ Diamond Donor of 25+ years
● Loyal Contributor of 10+ years